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Africa’s international relations have often been defined and framed by the dominant international and
geopolitical agendas of the day. In the aftermath of colonialism, the Cold War became a dominant
paradigm that defined the nature of the continent’s relations with the rest of the world. In the post-
Cold War world, the contemporary forces of globalization are now exerting an undue influence and
impact on Africa’s international relations. Historically, the continent’s ability and capacity to advance its
interests has also been undermined by the lack of political will among African leaders to find ways to
address their differences and collectively solve their problems. However, increasingly, Africa is emerging as
a vocal and, in some respects, an influential actor in international relations. There is a paucity of ana-
lysis and research on Africa’s international relations, and this timely book proposes to fill this analytical
gap. It will appeal to undergraduates, postgraduate students, academics, policy makers and developmental
practitioners who have an interest in Africa’s emerging role in the international sphere.

The emerging political prominence of the African continent on the world stage is predicated on an
evolving internal process of continental integration. In particular, there are normative and policy efforts to
revive the spirit of Pan-Africanism and how it informs the continent’s international relations. Conse-
quently, this book will also engage with the emerging role of the African Union (AU) as an international actor.
The book will assess a selection of institutional developments, issues and policy frameworks that the
AU has adopted as a vehicle for Africa interests. In addition, the book will assess how global governance has
impacted on Africa and will also consider the continent’s evolving international partnerships.

The book is structured into five parts which include content on:

� Theories and the historical evolution of Africa’s international relations
� Institutional developments relating to the African Union
� Issues and policy areas on Africa’s international relations
� Global governance and Africa
� Africa and international partnerships.

Tim Murithi is a Research Fellow with the African Gender Institute at the University of Cape Town
and the Head of the Justice and Reconciliation in Africa Programme at the Institute for Justice and
Reconciliation in Cape Town, South Africa. He is author of The African Union: Pan-Africanism, Peace-
building and Development, published by Ashgate, and The Ethics of Peacebuilding, published by Edinburgh
University Press.
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Introduction

The evolution of Africa’s international relations

Tim Murithi

Introduction

The African continent has always featured prominently in global relations. The ancient and
historical interaction of the civilizations in Carthage, Egypt and Nuba with the Roman Empire are
illustrations of this fact. The issue has been that Africa’s international relations have not neces-
sarily always been on its own terms. Africa’s international relations have often been defined and
oriented by the dominant international and geopolitical agendas of the day. As such, Africa has
more often than not been the subject of international relations dictated by external actors. As a
direct consequence of this fact, the chronicles of Africa’s international relations are also domi-
nated by the perspectives of those who have invaded, enslaved, colonized and exploited the
continent. This book is a timely attempt to document Africa’s international relations from a
range of perspectives from authors based within the continent as well as outside the continent.

In the aftermath of colonialism the Cold War became a dominant paradigm that defined the
nature of the continent’s relationship with the rest of the world. In the post-Cold War world,
the contemporary forces of globalization are now exerting an undue influence and impact upon
Africa’s international relations. Historically, the continental ability and capacity to advance its
interests has also been undermined by the lack of political will among African leaders to find
ways to address their differences and collectively solve their problems. However, increasingly
the African continent is emerging as a vocal and, in some respects, an influential actor in
international relations. There is a paucity of analysis and research on this emerging trend. This
timely book proposes to fill this analytical gap by engaging with a wide range of issues on
which the African continent, and its constituent states, has expressed a position or advocated a
set of specific policies. This introductory chapter will briefly discuss the evolution of Africa’s
international relations and outline the structure of the book.

The trajectory of Africa’s international relations

The emerging political prominence of the African continent on the world stage is predicated on
an evolving internal process of continental integration. In particular, there are normative and
policy efforts to revive the spirit of pan-Africanism.1 Pan-Africanism is the expression of this
spirit of solidarity and co-operation among African countries and societies. The initial and pri-
mary aim of pan-Africanism was to end racial discrimination against people of African descent
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including those in the diaspora. In the 20th century pan-Africanism was articulated by African
intellectuals, scholars, politicians and citizens as a necessary prerequisite for creating the condi-
tions that are vital to protect their right of Africans to take part and control their social, eco-
nomic and political affairs, and achieve peace and development. The 21st century is witnessing
the evolution of pan-Africanism, notably through the constitution and establishment of the
African Union (AU), in 2002. Given the fact that there is a dearth of analysis on this phe-
nomenon, this volume will also interrogate the notion of pan-Africanism through various
lenses—notably peace and security, development, the environment and trade.

Consequently, this book will also engage with the emerging role of the AU as an interna-
tional actor. The majority of Africa’s common positions in the international forums have been
expressed through the AU. These include the continent’s positions on the reform of the United
Nations (UN) Security Council; its position on climate change; its emerging controversial
stand-off with the International Criminal Court (ICC); and its efforts to address the challenges
of refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs). Furthermore, the continent has adopted
positions relating to development, international trade, the environment and public health issues.
The continental body has a dual role of forging unity among its member states and advocating
for their interests internationally. This book will assess how the AU’s role as an international
actor is complicated by the difficulty of promoting consensus among African states and then
maintaining that consensus in the face of often divergent national interests. The book will assess
a selection of issues that the AU has served as a rallying vehicle for Africa interests. In the field
of peace and security, on development and trade issues as well as on climate change. This book
will in part assess the role of the AU in articulating collective and joint policies and in making
interventions in international decision- and policy-making circles. In addition, throughout the
book the various chapters will touch upon how linkages between Africa’s citizens have
contributed towards continental integration and in confronting the challenges of globalization.

The colonial era in Africa

The territorial conquest of antiquity as well as the colonial empires in Africa were a form of
international relations, albeit one premised on a master-slave relationship. European colonialism had
the net effect of promoting development in Europe and fostering under-development in Africa, as
well as other colonized regions of the world. From 1885, in what came to be known as ‘the
Scramble for Africa’, European powers colonized African peoples and communities across the entire
continent. The Belgians were in the Congo, the British in East, South, West and North Africa,
the French in West, Central, North and East Africa. The Italians were in the present-day
Somalia, the Portuguese in the present-day Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Angola and Cape Verde.
The Spanish colonized what is now Western Sahara and Equatorial Guinea. The Germans, who
later lost their colonies due to their defeat in the Second World War, had colonized present-day
Tanzania and Namibia. The conquest and dominion of virtually the entire African continent
during this colonial era persists as the real scar on the conscience of the world. The continent’s
erstwhile colonizers have not found an appropriate framework with which to engage the African
continent. The relationship between Africa and its former colonial powers is still infused by a
paternalistic attitude, informed by a need to civilize and discipline the continent, evident in some
of the policy interventions which are generated by London, Paris, Brussels, Lisbon, Madrid and
Berlin. As a consequence, the African continent has not yet come to terms with the historical
injustice which was generated by the legacy of colonialism. There has not been any forgiveness
or reconciliation between Africa and her former European colonial powers. This factor con-
tinues to inform how Africa’s leaders and citizens view Europe, with a complicated and
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paradoxical mixture of admiration, suspicion and mistrust. This fact is for the most part lost on
European governments, which still retain a ‘messianic’ attitude of going to save Africa and its
people from themselves. The European engagement with Africa is also paradoxical in nature.
On the one hand the superior European attitude of going to salvage Africa from the ravages and
excesses of her leaders and governments still persists, whilst at the same time European gov-
ernments and multinational companies are amongst some of the most corrupt and exploitative
actors when it comes to extracting Africa’s natural resources. It is these very natural resources
that if genuinely utilized to benefit Africa’s peoples, rather than a few political and business
elites, could reframe the nature of the continent’s relationship with her former colonizers.

The Cold War and Africa

At the height of the Cold War, the era of decolonization began in African countries. As African
nation-states began to acquire independence in significant number, they concomitantly sought
to organize themselves in a more co-ordinated manner with the establishment of the Organi-
zation of African Unity (OAU) on 25 May 1963. Africa, like the rest of the world, was caught
up in the proxy battles that were fought during the Cold War. The playing out of superpower
rivalries on the African continent had a destabilizing effect on peace and security on the con-
tinent. Whether it was through overt or covert support, governments and armed resistance
movements could always find willing supporters from the Soviet or US geopolitical strategic
camps.2 As a result undemocratic leaders could always find the means to suppress their people
and wage perpetual wars. The continental organization at the time, the OAU, was not effective
in projecting stability or restraining the excesses of state power. During the Cold War African
countries began to find that they could occasionally build consensus on a number of issues such
as development, trade, debt cancellation, infectious diseases, small arms and light weapons,
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, climate negotiations, transnational crime prevention,
and on the election of Africans to various UN activities and bodies. On other issues, particularly
where there is a strong national interest, such as security issues and conflict situations, African
countries have not always maintained a united position or a common front for negotiations and
voting. The problems and competing state interests continue to pose a fundamental challenge
towards the forging of a coherent continent posture towards the rest of the world.

The legacy of the Cold War has left behind instability which still prevails on the continent.
Techniques of repression and suppression that were perfected during colonialism and the Cold
War are still being used with impunity. Instability prevails in most of the regions of Africa.
Illegitimate rulers and quasi-democrats have created conditions in which the rule of law is still
being undermined. The net effect of all this is that the issue of conflict is still a dominant
security challenge for a significant portion of the continent. Ongoing conflicts have ramifica-
tions beyond the borders of Africa. With the failure by Africa’s erstwhile enslavers, colonizers
and Cold War exploiters to acknowledge the political, social and economic exploitation and
crimes committed during their reign and dominion of Africa, the continent’s people will continue
to harbour mistrust for the global North.

The post-Cold War world and the struggle for Africa’s ascendancy

In the post-Cold War world, some would question whether African countries have sufficiently
coalesced as a group and developed a coherent identity to influence effectively international
policy development. With the acceleration of globalization the African continent remains a
paradox as far as international engagement is concerned. On the one hand it remains one of the
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most marginalized continents in terms of foreign direct investment (FDI), which for Africa is
currently about 5% of global investment. On the other hand a number of state actors and
transnational corporations are scrambling to exploit Africa’s resources and extend their influence
over the politics and economics of the continent.

Externally driven hegemonic agendas continue to manifest in Africa’s international relations,
most notably due to the fact that the continent is one of the fastest growing oil exploration and
production zones in the world and one of its last under-explored regions. Demand for oil in the
world is increasing due to the instability that prevails in the Middle East. Since 2000, one-third
of the world’s new oil discoveries have been in Africa.3 The continent also possesses some
of the wealthiest deposits of uranium, coltan, cassiterite, gold, copper and timber, and is
endowed with fertile agricultural land, but its people are amongst the poorest in the world.
These natural resources, some of which are utilized in the burgeoning mobile telephony and
space technology industries, are not the causes of conflict but have proven to be a catalyst in
fuelling conflict on the African continent. In addition, with the collusion of an unprincipled
leadership in African countries, foreign state and transnational corporate actors are engaged in a
‘New Scramble for Africa’, to exploit these resources and secure mining and extraction concessions
which funnel profits out of Africa rather than being utilized to promote education, provide
health care and build infrastructure on the continent. The qualitative difference between this
scramble for Africa and its historical antecedent in the 19th century, is that African leaders
and governments are the primary agents and facilitators of this exploitation. This new
scramble for Africa is therefore more akin to a ‘self-imposed exploitation’, as African political
and business leaders have become co-opted as ‘willing intermediaries’ in the fleecing of their
own continent.

Africa has become the terrain for global competition between the USA, the European Union
(EU) and the People’s Republic of China, as well as other emerging players like India. The
changing international dynamics have witnessed the emergence of China and India as rivals to
the USA and other Western countries for Africa’s raw materials, markets and allegiances.
Regrettably, the majority of trade and investment is ‘focused on extracting natural resources
rather than developing local economies’.4 The AU has also strengthened its links with emerging
economies such as China, India and Brazil. The AU as an institution has benefited directly from
these linkages and its new main headquarters, officially opened in January 2012, was built
through a grant provided by China. There has been a Western backlash against the AU’s
overture towards emerging economies, in particular China. China’s approach has been to de-
link the issue of economic development from the promotion of political and civil liberties.
Some commentators have argued that this has generated a sense in the West, particularly Eur-
opean former colonial powers, about its waning influence with African countries, due to the
counter-balancing impact of Chinese resources particularly with regards to infrastructure
development and mineral extraction. However, this may be more a case of perception rather
than reality because Europe remains one of Africa’s major trading partners.

Despite these challenges there is an emerging spirit of pan-Africanism within the Africa
continent, which seeks to reverse the historical relationship between the continent from one of
paternalism to genuine partnership. Paternalism can best be characterized as a top-down uni-
directional relationship where one party establishes the framework and issues strictures for the
development of a second party. Partnership on the other hand involves a mutually enriching
relationship based on respect and collaboration established through dialogue.

The emergence of the African Union, in 2002, was the result of the logical progression of
pan-Africanism and a realization by the continent’s leaders and citizens of the need to adopt a
policy platform to engage the world on a more equal footing. For example, in March 2005, the
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AU issued a declaration known as The Common African Position on the Proposed Reform of the United
Nations: The Ezulwini Consensus, which was a statement in response to the Report of the High-
Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change issued in December 2004. In this Common
African Position the AU highlighted issues pertaining to HIV/AIDS and security, poverty, debt,
environmental degradation, trade negotiations, the responsibility to protect, peace-keeping and
peace-building.5 In addition, the AU issued a position on UN reform and in particular on the
reform of the Security Council by noting that ‘in 1945, when the UN was formed, most of
Africa was not represented and that in 1963, when the first reform took place, Africa was
represented but was not in a particularly strong position’.6 The AU goes on to state that ‘Africa
is now in a position to influence the proposed UN reforms by maintaining her unity of pur-
pose’, furthermore noting that ‘Africa’s goal is to be fully represented in all the decision-making
organs of the UN, particularly in the Security Council’.7 At least on paper the AU was
endeavouring to establish and maintain a common position. However, due to internal dissen-
sion some African countries, particularly Egypt and South Africa, effectively broke rank with
the Ezulwini Consensus and sought ways individually to ascend to become permanent members
of the Security Council. This in effect undermined efforts to demonstrate African ‘unity of
purpose’. This is further reinforced by the fact that time and again African countries have shown
that they are unlikely to vote as a collective on matters before, or pertaining to, the UN
Security Council. Governments generally tend to adopt positions that best serve their interests
or that enable them to receive certain benefits from more powerful countries that pick and
choose with which African countries they want to work. Therefore, the logic of ‘national
self-interest’ and political realism still prevails among African countries, and other member
states, at the UN. This fact continues to deter the emergence of a coherent stance as a collective
in terms of Africa’s international relations. So the paradox of Pan-Africanism is evident in that
there is a willingness, at one level, to make the transition towards a unified African voice,
but this is tempered by the enduring habits of national sovereignty and the reluctance to
cede genuine power to a supranational entity to govern the affairs of the continent. In this
sense, Africa’s international relations remain an enigma, which emphasizes the need for a book
such as this one, to assist in deciphering the complexity of the continent’s engagement with the
world.

The structure and outline of the book

The book is structured into five parts, namely:

� Theories and historical evolution
� Institutional developments
� Africa’s international relations: Issues and policy areas
� Global governance and Africa
� Africa and international partnerships

Theories and historical evolution

The African continent is engaged with the process of globalization but not on its own terms.
The emergence of predatory economic globalization and the global business of profiting from
countries, including those affected by war, suggests that the ‘New Scramble for Africa’ has
pernicious side effects that have to be arrested if sustainable peace, security and development are
to be achieved on the continent. This section delves into some of the existing theoretical
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frameworks relating to Africa’s international relations. In particular, Tieku, Ndlovu-Gatsheni,
Mesfin and Obi provide insightful analyses of the theoretical contexts of Africa’s International
Relations (IR), the emergence of pan-Africanism, and how the continent is constrained by
globalization and the challenges to sovereignty.

Institutional developments

The second part of the books illustrates how the African Union has adopted a range of policy
frameworks and operationalized institutions to govern its continental and international relations.
Dersso discusses the African Peace and Security Architecture (APSA), while Karbo examines
the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD). Akokpari and Ancas assess Africa’s
continental relations with a focus on regional economic communities (RECs). Affa’a Mindzie dis-
cusses the challenges of democracy and governance across the continent, while Opongo
analyses the efforts to promote post-conflict reconstruction across the continent. Haastrup con-
cludes this section of the book with a study of the AU’s institutional framework relating to
gender equality.

Africa’s international relations: issues and policy areas

The third part of the book assesses a range of policy issues that remain a challenge for the
continent to address. In particular, Esmenjaud discuss the ownership of Africa’s peace and
security interventions. Mengesha focuses on how international trade policy impacts on
Africa, whilst Fernandez and Papagianni discuss the issues of migration and power sharing,
respectively.

Global governance and Africa

The fourth part of the book looks at an extensive range of topics pertaining to global govern-
ance and how it impacts upon Africa. De Coning assess international peace operations, while
Hansen debates issues pertaining to the ICC. Sansculotte-Greenidge looks at the continent’s
refugee challenge, while Branch and Lotze examine the emerging doctrine of the Responsibility
to Protect (R2P) and the protection of civilians, respectively. Sekaggya discusses human rights,
while Lioubimtseva elaborates the challenges of climate change. Ettang engages with the global
trade in illicit small arms and light weapons, and Maina assesses the role of the UN Peace-
building Commission in Africa. Clements and Kieh analyse the Bretton Woods institutions and
the issue of official development assistance. Aning and Bartolucci engage with issues pertaining
to terrorism in Africa, while Selim explores the increasing role of private military companies
across the continent.

Africa and international partnerships

The final part of the book looks at Africa’s international partnerships with Sherriff and Kotso-
poulos, Alusa and Omeje, and Fioramonti examining aspects of Africa’s engagement with the
EU. Melber discusses Africa’s relationship with China, while Mangala explores the debate
relating to the US Africa Command. Mampilly and Adem analyse Africa’s engagement with
India and Japan, respectively. De Carvalho, and Lechini and Giaccaglia engage with Africa’s
South-to-South relationship with an emphasis on Latin America. Finally, Warner and Gallo
discuss the emerging relationship between Africa and Iran.
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Conclusion

Africa’s ascendancy is perhaps not at the pace that the majority of its citizens would like to see,
but this does not negate the onward trajectory and generalized gradual improvement in the lives
of Africa’s people. This book reveals that there are at least three dimensions of Africa’s inter-
national relations, notably the relations between: Africa’s constituent nation-states; the African
continent and the world; and Africa’s citizens, the diaspora and the rest of the world. Each of
these chapters relates to at least one of these dimensions, while some chapters cover more than
one. However, the overriding conclusion that one draws from this timely collection is that
there has been a perceptible shift in Africa’s international relations. As far as Africa’s ascendancy
is concerned, it is no longer a question of if, but of when, the unfolding trajectory of the
continent’s international relations will empower its peoples to engage increasingly with the rest
of the world on their own terms.
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Theoretical approaches to Africa’s
international relations

Thomas Kwasi Tieku

Introduction

How can we think theoretically about Africa’s international relations? Can extant International
Relations (IR) theories help us to understand Africa’s international relations? Or do scholars of
Africa’s International Relations (AIR) need a new theory or theories to capture Africa’s reality?1

Discussions of these questions are long overdue, yet seldom explored.2 This chapter seeks to
provide a preliminary assessment of the above questions arguing that though mainstream IR
theories provide useful pointers for studying and understanding Africa’s international relations, the
individualist worldviews that drive these theories constrain them from providing a comprehensive
explanation of key aspects of Africa’s international affairs.

To illustrate the above claims, the extant IR literature is divided into two categories: the
rational utilitarian approaches and the sociological perspectives. Central claims made by the two
approaches are assessed against empirical evidence from Africa. The chapter shows that the two
perspectives are helpful in many ways but they are built on an individualist worldview which
exaggerates the significance of competitive and self-centred international practices and experi-
ences while simultaneously peripheralizing collectivist international life, such as consensual
decision making, group preferences formation and solidarity behaviour, which are ubiquitous
features of Africa’s international life. The individualist orientations of both approaches, which
normally render invisible the significance of international practices and experiences of Africans,
prevent their derivative theories from providing clear answers, and in some cases are useful
pointers to key questions in Africa’s international relations.

A good theoretical account of Africa’s international relations must at the very least recognize
that Africa’s international relations is distinct from international politics of the so-called great
powers, which has been the main focus of traditional IR. It is distinct in the sense that it is not
driven by power and individualist ideas. Africa’s international relations is, however, not excep-
tional. Some of its key features are found elsewhere in the world though mainstream IR scho-
lars have elected to peripheralize or ignore them in their account of what constitute
international relations. For instance, consensual decision making is a common feature of inter-
national politics of Asian states, Latin American countries, the United Nations (UN) system, and
even the politics of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Yet few mainstream IR
scholars recognize its existence, let alone examine its impact on politics. It is unlikely that
deeper insights of Africa’s international relations can be gained if you ignore the impact of
consensual decision making. Indeed, any theory that will help answer key questions in Africa’s
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IR must accommodate at least three key collective traits—that is, group preferences formation,
consensual decision-making procedures and the solidarity principle which are the central referent
of Africa’s international relations.

The rational utilitarian approach

The rational utilitarian approach explains international relations, including Africa’s, with a core
assumption that governments have similar preferences for material concerns, such as main-
tenance of territorial independence of their states, security guarantees, military power, interna-
tional prestige and economic domination.3 These material preferences are almost fixed, and the
goal of every public official is to ensure that their states achieve the optimal outcome of their
material interests.

In order to ensure that their states maximize their preferences, governments engage in cost-
benefit analysis. Since governments are utility maximizers, they always choose the option that
provides the optimal means to these material ends.4 Therefore, the second key assumption of
the rational utilitarian approach is that governments are efficient choosers which make decisions
through a careful calculation and examination of different lines of action.5 In a technical sense,
the utilitarian perspective suggests that governments are homo economicus, and act primarily to
maximize their utility. In plain IR language, governments are rational egoistic actors which act
principally to achieve their optimal material preferences.

Theorists of IR who employ the utilitarian logic also recognize that governments are aware
that their states do not exist in isolation. As a result, utilitarian IR analysts also assume that
governments pursue their material interests by taking into consideration the environment in
which their states operate.6 Structural properties that most utilitarian scholars find useful are
international anarchy (the absence of centralized international government), global market
competition and transnational economic processes.

Based on the above insights, many utilitarian theorists suggest that theoretical analysis of inten-
tional relations should begin with an examination of international configurations of powers, actors
and institutions.7 For a majority of utilitarian theorists, the best way to understand international
affairs of any continent is to look at it from the ‘outside in’.8 The position in which it is located
in the global power structure will determine its international relations. Actors embedded in
peripheral regions such as those in Africa are acted upon and their behaviours are often dictated
by actions of regions that house powerful actors in the international system.

There is, however, a disagreement in the literature over the exact material interests (i.e. the
utility) that governments seek to maximize. While some theorists believe a desire for military
power is the key causal variable, others emphasize economic interests. The disagreement has led
to four major lines of theorizing: rational state power theories (the realist family—i.e. neo-realism,
regime theory, hegemonic stability theory, voice opportunity theory); economic interests the-
ories (the liberal family—i.e. neo-liberal institutionalism, transnational theory, and pluralist
domestic interests theory); and preference convergence theory, or what some call liberal inter-
governmental theory.9

The above theories offer informative pointers to the behaviour of African states especially
during the Cold War but they are weak when it comes to explaining relations between African
states themselves. Hierarchy of power is a determining factor in Africa’s interactions with the
rest of the world but it is not the most defining factor in inter-Africa relations. The pan-African
national character rejects power as a basis for international relations. As I. William Zartman
pointed out, the African ruling class not only ‘rejects relations on the basis of power’, but is also
a national character of almost all African states to ‘reject power as a basis for international
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relations’.10 Besides, the principles of solidarity make it difficult for Africa’s military and eco-
nomic power houses such as South Africa to use them to lord it over other African countries.
Indeed, South Africa is still considered a baby. The most effective power resource African
states have is the power to persuade, not the carrot and stick power that utilitarian theorists
highlight.

The African region lacks secondary states (regional hegemons) capable of providing sufficient
incentives and/or threats to induce other African governments to act in a particular way.11 None
of the African states is influential enough to qualify as a secondary state, though some analysts of area
studies occasionally engage in conceptual stretching by referring to relatively wealthy African
states as hegemons. The relatively well-endowed African states encounter great difficulties much
of the time in turning their size and wealth into effective diplomatic influence.12

Two obvious reasons account for the inability of the relatively wealthy countries to have
assertive influence over other African states, particularly in multilateral forums. First, besides the
fact that the relatively wealthy and big states in Africa have their own serious internal political
and social problems, none of the prospective hegemons has the resources and clout to provide
the incentives that regional hegemons (secondary states) in Europe like Germany, France
and Britain are able to give to their smaller counterparts. These African states have neither
the economic resources to provide side payments and continental public goods, nor the
required power to set, maintain and enforce regime rules. Second, and more importantly, due
to the influence of colonialism, Cold War politics and the attraction of ideas about imperialism,
resentment against powerful states runs deep in the thinking of elites in Africa. Not only
does the resentment drive African ruling elites to mobilize often against any hegemonic
seeker, but it makes it hard for relatively big and wealthy African states to get support for their
positions. This manifested itself in the opposition to the former South Africa Home Affairs
Minister Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma’s candidacy for the Chair of the AU Commission in 2012.
The only reason her candidacy was controversial was because she was a citizen of one of the big
five African Union (AU) members. She was supremely qualified and better suited for the
job, and even her most vocal critics admitted that her only problem was the South African
connection.13

The near deterministic logic and the weak role accorded African agency in rationalist accounts
raises more questions than it provides answers. A rational utilitarian approach tells us little about the
formation of interests and preferences among African states. All the literature pre-socially assigned
interests of African governments, but as many IR scholars have long maintained, the processes through
which preferences are formed have enormous impact on the behaviour and actions of actors.14

A rational utilitarian approach de-emphasizes the role ideas play in Africa’s international
relations. This neglect is surprising for two reasons in particular, but mounting evidence in the
social sciences (cognitive psychology, sociology and political science) literature shows that
ideas have profound effects on the course of events. Empirical evidence emerging from the
sociological strand of IR literature indicates that ideas that actors hold affect how they define
their interests in the first place; ideas are also known to provide guidelines for human action and
behaviour.15 They do so ‘by stipulating causal patterns’, by ‘imply[ing] strategies for the
attainment of goals’, and ‘by providing compelling ethical or moral motivations for
action’.16 Thus, in addition to providing lenses for actors to define and understand their inter-
ests, ideas show actors ways to pursue the interests they have identified.17 African leaders’ per-
ceptions of their interests are structured by ideas. Ideas may also provide the intellectual
framework for African states to interpret the institutional choices available. These observations,
however, lead me straight out of the rationalistic paradigm and into the complex web of
sociological perspective.

Theoretical approaches to Africa’s IR
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The sociological perspective

The sociological perspective suggests two steps to explain Africa’s international relations. The first
component directs us to examine preference formation of actors in Africa’s sub-system. Many
sociological scholars pay attention to preference formation because they believe that the process
through which actors construct their interests has enormous influence on their behaviours and
political outcomes.18 The second aspect encourages us to look at the decision-making process.

The sociological literature contends that actors do not pursue extant interests that grow
automatically out of structural arrangements, material conditions and unanticipated events.
Rather, they are socially constructed.19 Preferences of political actors are constructed through
social interactions. Although the concept of ‘social interaction’ is not without its substantive and
operational imprecision, it is used analytically to mean a mutually oriented relationship between two or
more people that takes the other self into account.20 The phrase social is employed specifically to
indicate that interactions mutually oriented towards each others’ selves have meaningful causal influence
on preference formation. Interactions that shape, define and redefine interests of agents are those
that take account of each other’s subjective experiences, emotions, thoughts and/or intentions.21

Social interactions influence preference formation in three major ways. It provides a place for
social learning and socialization in addition to offering a forum for actors to develop inter-subjective
understanding of meaning. For many (but certainly not all) sociological IR theorists, actors acquire
new interests and preferences through social interactions even in the absence of obvious material
incentives.22 Perhaps more important, social interactions generate ideas that help actors to
understand their environment and to identify the different options available.23

Actors’ ability to identify various options and to select some as preferences is dependent on
the stock of ideas they hold.24 Ideas, defined as beliefs that actors hold, are of three kinds:25 they
are worldviews, principled ideas and causal ideas.26 Worldviews are the taken-for-granted cognitive
paradigms or axioms that enable actors to interpret events and to identify and perceive occur-
rences.27 These ideas define the universe of possibilities for action. Causal ideas, which are lenses
that organize and simplify experiences for actors, serve as guides to human action.28 They guide
human behaviour ‘by stipulating causal patterns or causal road map’, and by ‘imply[ing] strate-
gies for the attainment of goals’.29 Principled ideas, which are referred to in the literature as
norms, are shared standards of appropriate behaviour that a community of actors holds. Principled
ideas ‘distinguish right from wrong and just from unjust and also provide compelling ethical or
moral motivations for action’.30

Ideas, of course, ‘do not float freely’; they require agents and a congenial environment to be causally
effective.31 Ideas usually require political entrepreneurs to select and market them. In general,
the literature suggests that ideas that are likely to have meaningful impacts on the preferences of
actors are those that:32

� resonate with widely accepted normative frameworks;
� demonstrate that adhering to them serves a broader goal of actors;
� show the existence of general incentives to comply;33

� are presented to actors who are in a new environment, or are cognitively uncertain about
the appropriate way to respond to a changing environment;

� are presented in front of small and private audiences;
� are presented by political entrepreneurs perceived as knowledgeable about an issue and

whose intentions are perceived as trustworthy; and
� reinforce a belief of an actor or are consistent with prior evidence of which an actor is

aware.
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Based on the above insights, scholars who employ this perspective contend that actors are homo
sociologicus, who are governed by ‘a logic of appropriateness’ (LOA) in their mode of action.34

The logic of appropriateness means that actors are motivated by a desire to do the right thing.
They take a particular course of action not because of external material sanctions and/or
rewards, but rather they pursue the course of action because they think it is right. The LOA
comprises three main ideas: situation, role/identity and rules. According to the LOA, actors ask
a series of questions before taking a particular course of action. The questions are: What is my
situation? Who am I? How appropriate are the different courses of actions for me? How is an
actor in my role and with my identity supposed to act?

For the great majority of sociological scholars, actors are rule followers who act out of habit,
and they usually choose the course of action that they consider appropriate. This is not to deny
that preferences of actors are sometimes driven primarily by consequential reasons. The point is
that, all things being equal, actors will usually opt for the appropriate course of action.

The great merit of this aspect of the sociological literature is its ability to provide a frame-
work for explaining preferences of actors and the light it sheds on the importance of worldview
in IR scholarship. However, the IR sociological literature is silent on ideational effects on
international institutional change.35 The IR sociological research programme neglects to inves-
tigate why states create consequential international institutions in places other than Western
Europe and the advanced industrial world. As Christopher Hemmer and Peter Katzenstein
noted, the empirical research programme of mainstream IR theorists concentrates on ‘a small
pool of successful Western institutions, such as NAFTA [the North American Free Trade
Agreement] and the EU’.36

Besides, as reviewers of the literature correctly pointed out, the ‘influence of ideational forces
on actor preference formation … remains vague … [and] underspecified’.37 There is also a
dearth of literature that systematically demonstrates, in a concrete fashion, the specific ideas that
animate preference formation. In other words, how exactly do ideas influence actors to choose,
say, A over B? The sociological research programme has provided little that systematically tests
the validity of this claim.38 The few empirical works that have emerged are focused primarily
either on the impact of international norms on domestic political outcomes, or on how
domestic politics helps/impedes the diffusion of international norms.39 Only a few of the
mainstream IR sociological works even examine the impact of causal ideas on political out-
comes.40 The emphasis placed by analysts of the sociological approaches on international norms
has led to the neglect of systematic analysis of the role of ideas that ‘are deeply rooted in other
types of social entities—regional … and subnational groups’.41 Sociological scholars ignore ideas
embedded in these entities because they see norms ‘as … global “oobleck” that covers the
planet’ and ‘affects … all [actors] in the same way’.42 The few ideational analysts who do not
subscribe to the universalistic view are ‘so concerned with detailing the variations in local
reaction[s]’ to international norms that they lose sight of regional and sub-regional ideational
and normative fabrics.43

Ingredients for theorizing Africa’s IR

The neglect of regional normative fabrics limits the applicability of the sociological in the
African context. Indeed, no theoretical account of Africa’s international relations will be com-
plete without taking into serious consideration a regional African norm called the pan-African
solidarity norm. Briefly, the pan-African solidarity norm is a widespread belief among African
ruling elites that the proper and ethically acceptable behaviour of Africa’s political elites is to
demonstrate a feeling of oneness and support towards other Africans, at least in public. This
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feeling of ‘we-ness’, or public show of support, among African leaders goes ‘beyond the merely
rhetorical level’ to impose ‘on African rulers a sense that, at any rate, they ought to act in har-
mony’.44 The solidarity norm not only discourages African leaders from disagreeing with each
other in public, but also puts ‘pressure on the rulers of individual African states not to step out
of line over issues where a broad continental consensus had been established’.45 The norm was
developed at the first meeting of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) Council of Ministers,
held in Lagos in 1963.

The norm has a profound impact on Africa’s international relations. The norm’s expectation
that African political elites must at all times work together in harmony and co-operatively at the
continental level put ethical pressure on African governments to seek a compromise position.
African governments often sacrifice interests and preferences of their states in order to conform
to the norm’s expectation. Moreover, the norm usually provides a road map for appropriate and
inappropriate courses of action. The norm not only encourages African political elites to show
loyalty in public to continental unity, but also makes it hard for those elites to oppose openly an
issue that commands broad support. Decision making is often made easy by the self-regulation of
the norm. It is the powerful effect of the norm that allows African states to develop common
positions on crucial international issues. It often encourages African governments to engage
in bloc voting at international forums. Indeed, it dictates actions of African governments in
international politics, especially in the absence of obvious material self-interest and concerns.

Though earlier IR sociological theorists highlighted the central role of worldview in IR
scholarship, the sociological research programme has failed to examine the impact of worldview
in international relations. Norms and causal ideas are the central referent of the sociological
research programme. Like their utilitarian counterparts, leading IR sociological researchers are
very American and European centric. The focus on a few Western empirical turfs where an
individualist worldview dominates social structures and on norms and causal ideas has led to the
neglect of the impacts of different worldviews.46 Indeed, they treat all societies as if they were
embedded in individual social milieux.

However, as many research works on personhood show, collectivism is the dominant
worldview in Africa and any theory that neglects collectivist practices cannot account for Africa’s
IR. In African societies, and by extension Africa’s IR, actors such as persons and states are not
independent entities; rather, they are ‘integral members of a group animated by a spirit of soli-
darity’.47 The reason is that collectivist cultures prioritize the social over the personal and group
preferences over individual interests and goals, and they peripheralize differentness, as well as
uniqueness.48 In such cultures, individuals are deemed interdependent, and their self is assumed
to be inextricably linked with the selves of others.49 The key identity markers are group
membership and obligations. As a consequence, they cherish group harmony and the public
show of unity by members of the in-group, however shallow that harmony might be. Indi-
genous African societies exhibit many features of collectivist cultures, as those who have closely
studied the person in African society have noted. In the view of Stagner, many indigenous
Africans ‘show practically no self-awareness’.50 Formal education has removed some of the
collectivist traits from African political life, and made some of the political elites give away some
of the collectivist behavioural persona. Almost all political elites in Africa show some form of
self-awareness and self-interest. Nonetheless, remnants of collectivist cultural practices still dic-
tate African politics in general, and interstate relations specifically. Unlike the individualist
behavioural traits widely documented by IR scholars, many African elites do not see themselves
as independent, atomistic, isolated and abstract entities, or think they just ‘have’ relations with
each other. Rather, they think they ‘are’ relations.51 In other words, they think and behave in
relational terms.
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The relational behavioural pattern associated with collectivism often makes African govern-
ments seek a compromise position on major issues at regional, continental forums, and to a
limited extent at the global level. African leaders’ deference to compromise outcomes is a
double-edged sword. On the one hand, it encourages quick decision making among African
leaders on key issues during meetings. The confrontation, open disagreement and sometimes
complete inertia that usually characterize decision making of most international organizations
are often absent at summit meetings of African leaders. On the other hand, the disdain for dis-
sent has meant that African leaders often make decisions at summit meetings without any ser-
ious debate or analysis of the issue. The deference to compromise has on many occasions
prevented African leaders from implementing decisions and policies that have a consequential
impact on sitting African leaders. This is why although African multilateral institutions like the
AU have some of the best international legal rules, policies, charters and institutions, many of
them are inactive or yet to be translated into domestic laws.

The influence of collectivism means that key aspects of African international politics take
place in informal settings. Formal structures may exist but the informal framework is often used
to make critical decisions. For instance, agenda items for AU summits must formally be pro-
vided by the Assembly of the Union, the Executive Council, the Permanent Representative
Committee, the AU Commission and other organs of the Union, or they must be proposed by
member states and regional economic communities. Yet most agenda items for AU summits are
provided by informal sectoral expert meetings invented by AU bureaucrats. Indeed, formal
structures at the international level in Africa are mere rubber-stamping institutions. The infor-
malization of Africa’s international politics is obviously distinct from the formalized and legalistic
international relations documented by mainstream IR scholars.

Conclusion

The chapter critically examined major IR theories with a view to finding out if they possess the
key tools needed to study and understand Africa’s international relations. The theories were
grouped into rational utilitarian insights and sociological perspectives. Rational utilitarian
theories are helpful in many ways. Some of the structural and material forces, such as the impact
of the end of the Cold War and economic incentives, which underpin the work of rational
utilitarian theorists, are useful background conditions for exploring interstate relations in Africa.
These material forces are often used by agents to set the agenda for action, encourage African
leaders to take certain steps, and they usually form the background conditions for preferences/
interests of African governments. Power, which is the thread that binds rational utilitarian the-
ories together and is highlighted by rationalists as the main instrument of international politics, is
not the most important driver of Africa’s international politics. The pan-African national char-
acter rejects power as a basis for Africa’s international relations. The neglect of African input and
agency in the account of rational utilitarian theorists further weakens the explanatory power of
their theories. Most rational utilitarian theories lack the analytical tools to account for the formation
of interests and preferences of African governments.

The tools and clues for explaining preference formation of actors in Africa’s international relations
can be found in the sociological perspective. Indeed, the sociological theories offer an appropriate
framework to explore Africa’s international relations. They draw attention to ideational variables
such as norms which are extremely important in the African context. However, the exact influence of
ideational forces on actor preference formation is underspecified and largely untested. The approach
that English-speaking IR sociological scholars employ to study the effects of ideas is so uni-
versalistic that they tend to ignore the effects of norms embedded in regional and sub-national
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entities. The few ideational analysts who do not subscribe to the universalistic view are so
interested in capturing variations in local reactions to international ideas that they lose sight of
regional and sub-regional ideational fabrics. However, no account of Africa’s international
relations will be complete without consideration of regional and sub-regional ideational forces.
The existence of a plethora of regional and sub-regional institutions in Africa and African leaders’
penchant for multilateral politics makes regional and sub-regional fabrics an indispensable part of
African politics in general and Africa’s international relations in particular. It is simply not possible
to understand Africa’s international relations if you neglect regional and sub-regional factors.

More fundamentally, the two perspectives use an individualist worldview to examine inter-
national relations. On one hand an individualist worldview exaggerates the significance of
competitive and self-centred international practices and experiences such as competitive voting,
pursuit of national interests, threats, side payments, material rewards and punishment. On the
other hand, it peripheralizes collectivist international life, such as consensual decision making,
group preference formation and solidarity behaviour, which are a ubiquitous feature of Africa’s
international life. The stranglehold that the individualist orientations have over the two per-
spectives render invisible the significance of international practices and experiences of Africans
and at the same time prevent their derivative theories from providing clear answers and, in some
cases, useful pointers to key questions in Africa’s international relations.

With the above limitations of mainstream IR theories in mind, the penultimate section of the
chapter outlined key ingredients for theorizing international relations of Africa. Four mutually
reinforcing elements of Africa-centric mid-range theory were highlighted. It called for the use of a mild
version of collectivist lenses. This is meant to reflect the fact that African actors are embedded in col-
lectivist cultural milieux. Thus, unlike mainstream theories, an Africa-centred IR theory directs
attention to social behaviours rather than self- or individual centred actions, group preferences instead
of individual state interests, and it puts students of IR in a position to understand common
rather than unique international practices. The emphasis on the social and collective helps us to
understand the relational dimension of international politics and why African governments tend to
pursue compromised outcomes at the international level. Rather than caricature African actors as
atomistic and egoistic players in the international system, relational thinking helps us to understand
collective actions such as the common African positions and, in particular, why and how 54 different
African states with supposedly distinct national interests are able to develop a common position on
critical international issues without the usual rancour and inertia that characterize decision making
of large groups. In addition, the chapter drew attention to the importance of African region-wide
norms such as pan-African solidarity, which has become a central pillar of Africa’s international
relations. Lastly, it was noted that an African-centred theory should not prioritize formal institutions
and structures over informal ones. Indeed, paying attention to informal processes and institutions
may provide more insights into Africa’s international relations than focusing on formal structures.
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Pan-Africanism and the
international system

Sabelo J. Ndlovu-Gatsheni

Introduction

Pan-Africanism is, above all, an international phenomenon and, as such, it should deal with
power and interest and their dynamics in the international arena: international political
forums and international political economy.1

This chapter fills a yawning gap in studies of the international system through analysis of pan-
Africanism as a worldview that played a major role in shaping the direction of global politics
since the end of the 19th century. Of course, pan-Africanism is more than a simple worldview
and this chapter will engage with its multifaceted meanings within global politics and its shifting
character across time since 1900. Broadly speaking, pan-Africanism is about black race con-
sciousness; self-determination of the black race; unity of the African people, including those in
the diaspora; economic development of African people; and finding a dignified niche for Africans
within the international system.

The re-emergence of pan-Africanism

Pan-Africanism is re-emerging as a discourse within the global South, which offers a counter
worldview to the dominant hegemonic Eurocentric worldview. Pan-Africanism recognizes,
defines and interprets the current modern international system as a racially hierarchized, patri-
archal, imperial, colonial, heteronormative and capitalist global social order.2 According to
Ramon Grosfoguel at the apex of this truncated and ‘Eurocentric universalism’ and global social
order is the USA and the rest of the Western world, and at the subaltern bottom is the global
South in general and the African continent in particular.3

At the centre of this modern international system is ‘coloniality’, defined as one of the key
constitutive elements that entrench the worldview defined by a Eurocentric global social order
that was constructed during the time of colonial encounters between Europe and Africa. In this
context, Anibal Quijano defined and articulated ‘coloniality’ as a Eurocentric project based on the
imposition of a racial, ethnic and gender classification of the global population as the cornerstone
and defining element of the modern international system.4

One of the main consequences of ‘coloniality’ was the Berlin Conference of 1884 where the
African continent was approached as a land of material and human opportunities for reaping and
sharing among Europeans.5 According to the imperatives of the ‘Berlin consensus’ the African
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continent was nothing but ‘a philosophical, historical, and cultural vacuum’ and a ‘dark con-
tinent’ that had to be ‘penetrated’ and ‘civilized’ by white races.6 Adekeye Adebajo wrote about
the ‘curse of Berlin’ to encapsulate a single global event, the historical and structural impact of
which continues to shape and affect Africa’s place in contemporary international relations.7

The modern international system is therefore rooted in racial articulation of global social iden-
tities into white and black, and geocultural demarcations of the world into Europe, America, Asia
and Africa. This invention of the modern world that was permeated through by Eurocentrism was
not only informed by a conception and differentiation of humanity into ‘inferior and superior,
irrational and rational, primitive and civilized, traditional and modern’, but also by capitalist imperatives
that unleashed such ‘darker’ aspects of modernity as mercantilism, the slave trade, so-called
‘legitimate trade’, imperialism, colonialism, apartheid and globalization on the African world.8

Pan-Africanism emerged as a response to the manifestations of the ‘darker’ aspects of modernity,
particularly the slave trade which constituted one of the most inhuman elements of the unfolding
and expansion of modernity into areas outside of Europe and America. Locksley Edmondson
argued that:

Pan-Africanism, however articulated or conceptualized, whatever its functional scope or
operational habitat, is by definition an international relations phenomenon. The essential aspect of
pan-Africanism, indeed its distinctive characteristic within the complex of black racial
expressions, is that it necessarily transcends territorial political boundaries. And when, in its most
expansive manifestation, pan-Africanism embraces a range of transcontinental relations, interna-
tional relations analysis necessarily bears profoundly on the elucidation of that phenomenon.9

The slave trade that adversely affected Africans was not an aberration of modernity, but a logical
consequence of the mercantile, imperial and colonial imperatives that emerged from the 15th
century onwards. This imperative was part of what Quijano has described as a ‘colonial matrix of
power’ that entailed control over labour and its products; nature and its productive resources; gender
and its products, including the reproduction of the species; subjectivity, including its material and
intersubjective products such as knowledge; and authority and its instruments, including coercion.10

Epistemologically speaking, pan-Africanism can best be described as a world view emerging
from the subaltern world, that is, a world inhabited by what Frantz Fanon termed the ‘wretched
of the earth’.11 The ‘wretched of the earth’ included those who experienced the slave trade,
colonialism and apartheid, whose life experiences invoked a spirit of resistance and rebellion
against the debilitating aspects of a racially hierarchized, patriarchal, imperial, colonial and
capitalist modern global social order which authorized and enabled the dominant powers of the
West to enslave and colonize black races.12 The genealogy of pan-Africanism is located within
the experience of oppression which inevitably provoked resistance. Thus, pan-Africanism is
ontologically a resistance movement and a terrain of struggles for black human dignity and
human rights, confirming Mahmood Mamdani’s analysis that ‘without the fact of oppression,
there can be no practice of resistance and no notion of rights’.13

International Relations and pan-Africanism

What is surprising is that in mainstream studies of International Relations (IR), pan-Africanism
is not included as one of the important worldviews. Pan-Africanism, which arose as part of
black racial consciousness, unfolded as a movement and worldview that questioned and indicted
the dominant Eurocentric conceptions of the world, thus contributing towards visibilization of
black identity as dominated, oppressed, abused and exploited by white races. The issue of race
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